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Abstract
We study the ruin problem for a non-life insurance company, whose risk process
has the following features: claims are not immediately settled, heavy tailed claims
distributions. We prove a large deviation principle for the total claim amount process,
and then we provide an asymptotic estimates for the logarithm of the infinite horizon
ruin probabilities.
Keywords: Ruin probabilities, Shot noise process, Semiexponential distributions, Large
deviations.
1 Introduction
This paper studies risk processes with two main features: claims are not immediately settled
(delayed claims), heavy tailed claim sizes. The I.B.N.R. (Incurred but not reported) claims
are an example of delayed claims. These are claims not yet known to the insurer, but for
which a liability is believed to exist at the reserving date. Building reserves for these claims
is an important issue in the financial statement of an insurance company. Heavy-tailed
probability distributions have a key role in non-life insurance since they describe phenomena
where there is a significant probability that a single claim have a great impact on the ruin
of the company.
Stochastic models for I.B.N.R. claims, which require payments over several years until
they are finally settled, have been proposed by Waters and Papatriandafylou (1985) and.
more recently, Yuen et al. (2005). In Klu¨ppelberg and Mikosch (1995), Bre´maud (2000)
Klu¨ppelberg et al. (2003) the shot-noise process is proposed as a natural model for delay
in claim settlement and in this paper we adopt this choice. More precisely, we describe the
total claim amount by the Poisson shot noise
S(t) =
Nt∑
n=1
H(t− Tn, Zn) (1)
where (Nt)t≥0 is a Poisson process on R+ with intensity λ and epochs of jumps (Tk)k≥1,
(Zk)k≥1 is a sequence of i.i.d. E-valued random variables independent of the Poisson process,
and H : R+ × E → [0,∞[ is a measurable function which is continuous and increasing with
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respect to the first coordinate. The epoch Tn represents the instant when the nth claim
occurs and the process (H(t, Zn)) describes its pay-off procedure.
The aim of this paper is to study the asymptotic behavior of ruin probabilities ψ(u) :=
P
{
inft≥0R(t) < 0
}
, for the risk process
R(t) = u+ ct− St (2)
where u > 0 is the initial capital, c > 0 is the constant premium rate.
Under the light tail assumption, this problem was addresses in Bre´maud (2000), where
large deviation theory was used to give a Crame´r-Lundberg-type estimates of the infinite
horizon ruin probability. In the case of heavy-tailed claims, the Crame´r-Lundberg condition
is not valid, and then traditional large deviation theory cannot be used. Ganesh and Torrisi
(2006) give asymptotic results for Ψ(u), as u → ∞ for a class of subexponential claims.
They assume a specific multiplicative shot, i.e. H(t− Tk, Zk)) = F (t− Tk)Zk where F (·) is
a distribution function with F (t) = 0 for t < 0, and they model claims arrival with a general
renewal process.
In this paper we provide asymptotic estimates for logΨ(u), as u → ∞, for a class of
semiexponential claims, including the heavy-tailed Weibull distribution. We consider a gen-
eral family of shot shape including the multiplicative shot considered in Ganesh and Torrisi
(2006). On the other hand, our model considers only Poisson arrivals.
First, we present a Large Deviation Principle (LDP) for the Poisson shot noise process in
case of semiexponential claims distributions. Then, we provide an asymptotic estimates for
logΨ(u), as u→∞. Finally, an example is presented.
2 Asymptotic results for ruin probabilities
In this section we want to provide an asymptotic estimates of the ruin probability for the
risk process (2). At this aim, we first present a LDP for the Poisson shot noise process (1).
From now on, we denote with x0 = λE[H(∞, Z)].
Proposition 2.1 Let a and L be slowly varying functions, and take r ∈ (0, 1).
(i) If exists k ∈ (0, 1) such that
lim inf
t→∞
1
trL(t)
log P
(
H(tk, Z1) ≥ tb
) ≥ −br ∀ b > 0 (3)
then
lim inf
t→∞
1
trL(t)
log P
(S(t)
t
≥ x
)
≥ −(x− x0)r, x > x0
(ii) If
P
(
H(∞, Z) ≥ x) ≤ a(x) exp (− L(x)xr) (4)
then
lim sup
t→∞
1
trL(t)
log P
(S(t)
t
≥ x
)
≤ −(x− x0)r, x > x0
(iii) If (3) and (4) hold then
(
S(t)
t
)
t>0
obeys a LDP on R with speed trL(t) and good rate
function
I(x) =
{
(x− x0)r if x ≥ x0
+∞ if x < x0.
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The proof, which is here omitted, makes use of techniques used in Gantert (1996), in which
a LDP is proved for a mixing sequence of random variables. We notice that, by applying
the contraction principle, we have that (R(t)+
t
) satisfies a LDP on R with speed trL(t) and
good rate function
J˜(y) = inf
{
I(x) : F (x) = y
}
=
{
(y + c− x0)r if y ≥ x0 − c
+∞ if x < x0 − c.
where F (x) = x− c is a continuous function.
Let us define the infinite horizon ruin probability
Ψ(u) = P(τ <∞)
where
τ = inf
{
t ≥ 0 : R(t) ≥ u}
and inf ∅ =∞ by convention.
We want provide an asymptotic estimate for log Ψ(u). At this aim, we use Proposition
2.1 in Duffy et al. (2003). We assume that the constant premium rate c satisfies the net
profit condition (NPC) c > x0. From now on, let B0 denote the distribution function of the
integrated tail of H(∞, Z) and B¯0(u) denote the tail of B0.
Proposition 2.2 Suppose that the hypothesis of Proposition 2.1 are satisfied. Moreover, let
us suppose that:
(i) B0 is subexponential;
(ii) log B¯0(u) ∼ −urL(u)
Then
lim
u→∞
1
urL(u)
log Ψ(u) = −1
We omit the proof for the sake of brevity.
Notice that in the Compound Poisson case, if the tail of Z is P
(
Z > x
)
= exp(−x2), r ∈ (0, 1),
we know that Ψ0(u) ∼ Cu1−r exp(−u2), where C is a constant and Ψ0 is the ruin probability
in the Compound Poisson case (see Asmussen and Kluppelberg (1996)). Equivalently, we
may write 1
ur
log Ψ0(u) −→ −1, as u→∞. Thus, Proposition 2.2 gives an insensitivity prop-
erty because the asymptotic behavior of Ψ(u) depends only on the distribution of H(∞, Z),
not on the shape shot.
Example
Let us assume either H(t, z) = F (t)z or supz≥0 |H(t, z)−H(∞, z)| −→ 0, as u→∞. The for-
mer type represents multiplicative shot shapes, whereas the latter type characterizes a kind of
uniform shot shapes. Moreover, let us consider P
(
H(∞, z) ≥ x) = exp(−x2L(x)), r ∈ (0, 1)
with L(x) −→ γ > 0, as x −→ ∞, and L(·) differentiable such that xL′(x) −→ 0. Finally,
assume the NPC holds. Then logΨ(u) ∼ −urL(u).
Notice that, H(t, z) = (Z − f(t))+, with f(t) continuous function on (0,∞) such that it
converges to a constant at infinity, belongs to the class of the uniform shot shapes. It is a
shot shape relevant for the reinsurance models, because it describes the per risk excess of
loss reinsurance form.
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